
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Luke Tucker Harrison, Partner, Keidan Harrison 

HyperLaw Case Study 

 Keidan Harrison is a new boutique London Law Firm, specialising in dispute resolution and insolvency. They act for both UK and 

international businesses, as well as high-net-worth individuals.  

Their approach is partner-led and highly personalised, ensuring their clients’ needs are at the forefront every step of the way. 

Results 

Keidan Harrison chose to adopt HyperLaw as their Case Preparation 
Software, working in conjunction with their PMS Clio. This has 
allowed them to deliver significant efficiencies including: 
 
- Simply build centralised, digital case file, housing all documents 

regardless of their format 
 

- Rapidly search an entire document portfolio for keywords, 
phrases, chronologies and immediately source key case material 

 
- Construct workings/arguments against search material, with 

simple to use and flexible noting tools 
 

- Utilise filters to immediately highlight case workings and easily 
share key annotations with other parties (Solicitors and 
Barristers) 

 

- Collaborate on case material with colleagues remotely in real 
time, anywhere 

 
- Review, re-work and append against prior case workings 

perpetually 
 

- Completely eliminate all print and post processes, as well as their 
associated costs and overheads 

 
- Flexibly bundle documents with indexing, pagination and 

chronologies, complying with required formatting styles and 
guiedlines 

 
- Easily re-edit, insert new material and re-bundle at any time 

 
- Issue instructions via an email link – removing all courier, 

postage and packaging costs 

 

 

Challenges 

Starting a new Law Firm is always complex, but especially in the 

volatile environment of a global pandemic. Keidan Harrison 

embraced the opportunity to deliver progressive legal services 

through a technology led approach in-light of an ever-changing 

market landscape. 

Their technology procurement compromised of many key 

considerations: 

- Legal centric applications 

- Cloud-based solutions 

- Progressive product roadmaps 

- Remote collaboration 

- Digitised workflows / Paperless working 

- Integrated products 

- Automation and efficiency 

- Budget / Value for money 

- User intuitive software 

- Hands on support and training 

‘HyperLaw was rapid and cost effective 
to implement as is a true cloud solution 
and didn’t require specialist 
implementation services.  
         HyperLaw 
has enabled us to operate as an entirely 
paperless firm, from wherever our fee 
earners are based, despite some cases 

being very document heavy.’  

– Luke Harrison 
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